Agenda for a Meeting of: Licensing Sub-Committee

Date and Time of Meeting: Thursday 29 May 2014 at 10.00 a.m.

Place of Meeting: Council Chamber, Civic Centre, Esher

Committee and Member Services Officer: M. Clarke
Direct Line: 01372 474178 Email: mclarke@elmbridge.gov.uk

Members of the Sub-Committee

The Membership for this meeting has been drawn from the Membership of the Licensing Committee and will be as follows:

B.J.F. Cheyne
N.C. Cooper

Mrs. E. Cooper

In the event of a Member not attending the Substitute will be either:

Mrs. L. Robertson
Mrs. M.C. Sheldon

Fire Precautions

(To be read from the Chair if members of the public are present.)

In the event of the fire alarm sounding, leave the room immediately. Proceed downstairs by way of the main stairs or follow any of the emergency exit signs. Leave the building and assemble in the area adjacent to the recycling facilities, which are located to the right of the Esher public car park.
Please Note: The Council permits the filming and/or recording of the public element of its meetings. Electronic equipment and devices should be operated as unobtrusively as possible and without disruption to the business of the meeting. The Council retains copyright in all recordings. Filmed images should not be used or reproduced in a way that misrepresents or distorts the nature of the proceedings or seeks to lower the public reputation of the Council or an individual.

This meeting may also be filmed by the Council, broadcast live and subsequently retained as an archive on the Council’s website (www.elmbridge.gov.uk). The images and sound recording may be used for the purposes of public record or for training purposes. Entry to the meeting room and use of the public seating area will be treated as consent to being filmed.

Members of the public are also asked to ensure their mobile phones are switched off during the course of the meeting, as they can interfere with the induction loop system and interrupt the proceedings.

Free O2 wifi is available in all civic committee meeting rooms, including the council chamber, for all to access.

Thank you for your co-operation.
Access to Historical Information Relating to Reports

Please note that the items within this Agenda will usually have an historical context and therefore may have been considered previously by the Council, Cabinet or its Committees. Whilst reports appearing on this Agenda will include a background summary, Members may wish to appraise themselves of the more detailed historical context and to do this may wish to view previous reports / minutes on the matter which are available via the Council’s website: www.elmbridge.gov.uk or intranet, either by searching on the relevant topic or by committee reports. Copies of particular reports can be provided on request from the Committee and Member Services contact shown on the front of the Agenda.

Part I Items

1. Appointment of Chairman for the hearing

2. Declarations of Interest

   All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the meeting or as soon as possible thereafter

   (i) any disclosable pecuniary interests and / or
   (ii) other interests arising under the Code of Conduct

   in respect of any item(s) of business being considered at this meeting.

3. Procedure

   In accordance with the provisions of the Gambling Act 2005 the procedure to be adopted at hearings for representations against an application is attached. (Pages 1-3)

4. Application for a Premises Licence - Coral Racing Ltd, 15 Church Street, Walton on Thames (Pages 4-20)